
Day one:

Grassroots approaches and initiatives:

Devon & Cornwall, Bradford on Avon

Communities Prepared

Social Media

Hampshire & IOW

Manufacturing and the resilient, sustainable city
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Short term shock, fast – single 
emergencies, local, linear risks 

… fast response, recover, bounce back 
(but danger of ‘shifting the burden’).

Long term stress, slow – multiple, 
continuing problems, global, 
interconnected crises

… learning and building adaptive 
capacity, whole perspectives, 
responsibility to others.

The time spectrum of change





Dealing with foreseen change

• Do nothing – pick up the pieces

• Do something at the last minute – often expensive

• Do something as early as possible: 

• Might not have needed to – wasted resources
• Might make things worse – unintended consequences
• Might be right!



Disaster prevention and management results in narrow responses
because it does not challenge the causes of vulnerability.

Resilience could be a “radical and subversive” force for change

or

it could merely maintain the power structures that create vulnerability.

Resilience thinking can easily ignore the political
dimension and tends to “mask power relations,
contradictions of interest and inequalities.”

Resilience is one of the key political categories of our time



Systemic dislearning – a new type of vulnerability?

• Scaffolding model of civilisation development.

• Vulnerability through lack of rehearsal, transfer of responsibility to
machines, dismantling facilities, losing contact with nature, loss of
personnel … a sense of complacency.



The ideology of violation

The belief that discovering and making public ways to attack society will 
make society safer.

Those who disagree with the ideology of violation are said to subscribe to 
an idea known as "security through obscurity." 

What are the ethics of research to find vulnerabilities?

Does this apply to resilience thinking?

Is uncovering vulnerabilities doing more 
harm than good?
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